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Ncver such innocence. 
Never before or since. 
As changed ilself 10 pasl 
Wilhoul a word-Ihc men 
Leaving Ihe gardens tidy. 
The Ihousands of marriagcs 
Lasting a titile while [onger: 

ever such innocence again. 

"Never such innocence again", the last line of PhiÚp Larkin's 
poem MCMXIV, has become almost a cliché in the literary 
mythology of World War P. Since so few are now alive who 
could possibly remember the Great War or the men who died in 
it, on Remembrance Sunday most of us are remembering' 
nothing, merely imagining. If we are nostalgically imagining 
Larkin's picture of a stable, contented society, destroyed by war, 
we are choosing to ignore the evidence of pre-war instabílity and 
conflict: the troubles in Ireland, the disruption caused by riots in 
Wales and a general strike in Liverpool, the violence in London in 
response to the campaign for women's suffrage2• If we allow 
ourselves to picture pre-Fírst World War England as a rural 
Garden of Eden, as Orwell portrayed it in Coming Up lor Air, wc 
are falling back into the pastoral myth of the pre-1916 English 
literary tradition, which ígnored the misery of rural poverty. and 

1 Philip Larkin rhe Whislsun Weddings (London. Faber 1956); sce e.g. PauJ Fussel rhe 
Crea I War and Modern Memory (London. O. U. P. 1975); E. Slillman "Sarajevo: Thc End of 
lnnoccncc" Horizon VI 1964; Asa Briggs A Social Hislory 01 Eng/and (London. Weidenfeld 
1983); icola Thome Never Such Innocence (London. Granada 1985). 

2 Anhur Marwick rhe Explosion o/British Sociely(London. Pan 1963). 
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the imperialist exploitation on which the British econorny was 
based3. By the tum of the century the rnajority of the British 
population lived in cities, many in slums, manacled by industrial 
slavery. Brian Bond, discussing the idealised notion of war held 
by ordinary citizens in 1914, shows that behind this "innocence": 
"zealous patriotic pressure groups and leagues had been working 
for a decade or more to inculcate a militaristic spirit and belief in 
the impending, inevitable conflict of nations". Popular literature 
had be en playing an increasingly significant role in "fanning the 
flames of self-righteous jingoism". Bond is more inclined to call 
what has been taken to be the prevailing innocence of rnind: 
"wilfuI self-delusion"4. It seems fair to say that Asquith speaking 
of "bIue skies" in 1914 was wiIfully deluding himself and others. 
Sorne men deluded themselves; others were fed illusions, or half
truths, or deceits. The young peopIe of the First World War 
generation do scem to us now to have been morally, sexually and 
politically inexperienced. But "Ignorance is not innocence"s. The 
young were kept in ignorance, deceived, victims of the public
school ideology that camouflaged the incompetence and compla
cency of the powerful, an ideology that sti11 persists in mesmerising 
the English self-image. 

For many middle-class young men it was the First World War 
itseIf that revealed the smug hypocrisy of the British heirarchy, 
the contradictions in an inept benevolent-paternalisrn which made 
use of religion. On the eve of the Batde of the Somme, which 
began on 1 st J une, 1916, and lasted several months, a 'battle' in 
which 19,000 British rnen were machine-gunned in the first few 
minutes, Field Marshall Haig wrote: "1 feel that every step in my 
plan has been taken with Divine help"6. The ethos of patriotic 
sacrifice supported by the established Church, was appropriately 
satirised by Wilfrid Owen in The Parable 01 the Old Man and the 
Young: 

Offer the Ram of Pride instead of him. 
But the old man would not so, but slew his son, 
And half the seed of Europe, one by one. 

3 d . J. W. Robcrtson ScOIl England 's Creen and Pleasant LAnd (Harmondsworth. 
Penguin 1925. rey. cd. 1947); Raymond Williams The Country and The Cily (London, Challo & 
Windus 1973). 

4 Brian Bond War and Sociel)' in Europe, /870·/970 (London. Fonlana 1984); Bcmard 
Bcrgonzi Hores' Twilighl (London, Maemillan 2nd ed. 1980); 1. F. Clarke Voices Prophsying 
War 1763· /984 (London. O. U. P. 1966); Caroline E. Playne The Neuroses o/ Nalions (London. 
Allcn & Unwin 1925). 

5 Vera Brillain Honourable Eslale ( 1936) p. 11. 
6 Duff Coopcr Haig (1936) Vol. 1, p. 327. 
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Owen's resistance to enchantment, encouraged by Sassoon 
and echoed in Osbert Sitwell's Abraham, was shared by Front-line 
soldiers of al! chasses. Religious parody is what gives the edge to 
sorne of the yearning, vulgar songs sung by the common soldier. 
After 1916 satire became the favoured mode by which the later 
Georgians distinguished themselves from the Victorians and 
Edwardians, from the bishops and generals, the politicians and 
profiteers of the older generation, and from the versified cant 
that had promoted their eyewash. In Eye-deep in Hell (1970), Jon 
Ellis claims that it might be appropiate to moum on Remen
brance Day, but not suitable to give way to "misty-eyed sentimen
tality". 

It was not only the young men who suffered from the 
ideological blinkers which steered them to "pour out the red/ 
Sweet wine of youth" into the stinking Flanders mud; the women 
also suffered. Antonia White's portrayal of her war-tirtle upbrin
ging shows the determined cfforts of the older generation, 
especially her father, to rcpress her into childish ignorance, to 
kecp her in "mental pinafores". Her novels are depictions of the 
efforts of imagination she made to escape his spiritual straight
jacket, that led from convent schooling to a period spent locked 
in an asylum for the insane7. The writings of other womcn of hcr 
generation show how they too tried to conquer a world that 
denied their active participation, a world still rigidly dominated by 
the Victorian ideas of masculinity and femininity that were 
reinforced by standards of "respectability" and "what was 
proper". Flora Sandes, a clergyman's daughtcr, has Icft in her 
diaries and letters thc tale of how she succeeded in breaking the 
stereotypes after having first become a war-time nurse, by joining 
the Serbian army as a priva te. She fought, and was seriously 
wounded8. In Testament 01 Yourh, written as a memorial to 
"those misguided dupes, the boys and girls of the War generation", 
Vera Brittain aimed to display "how abysmally ignorant, how 
romantically idealistic and how utterly unsophisticated" she and 
her contemporaries were and continued to be during the War9. 

(As late as April 1917, Lt. Geoffrey Thurlow could still write her a 

7 Antoma White Frost in May Books 1 & 2 (London. Fontana 1982). 
8 Flora Sandes An English Woman-sergeam in the Serbian Army (London. Hoddcr 1916); 

A1an Burgcss The Levely Sergeant (London. Heinemann 1963). 
9 Vera Brittain Testament 01 Youth (London. Gollanc7. 1933). 

7 Antonia Whitc Frost in May Books 1 & 2 (London. Fontana 1982). 
8 Flora Sandcs An English Woman-sergeant in the Serbian Army (London. Hodder 

1916); A1an Burgess The Levely Sergeant(London. Heinemann 1963>-
9 Vera Briuain Testament 01 YOllth (London. Gollancz 1933). 
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letter hoping to do well in the next 'stunt', "for the School's sake", 
and end by quoting from Rupert Brooke's poetry) 10. 

The First World War was a particularly important period for 
women's emancipation from imposed ideas of feminine passivity 
and subordination. The fight to obtain female suffrage gained its 
first concessions in 1918 when, after women's participation in the 
war-effort, it could hardly be denied any longer. While the war 
lasted that participation gained women of all classes economic 
and social emancipation. Despite men's resumption of what 
employment there was after 1918, the psychological effects of the 
war and its effects on the identity of women were long-termo 
Although not taking part in physical combat most women were 
affected by the War. They too k jobs vacated by men in industry, 
commercc, agriculture and transport, as well as thc new jobs in 
munitions factories, and they were also intimately involved 
through their war service as auxiliaries to the armed forces, 
giving voluntary aid, mainly as nurses or drivers but also in 
counter-intelligence, and of course as wives, sisters, mothers, 
aunts, lovers and friends of combatants··. Women wrote in an 
attempt not only to express what their varied war-experience was 
like, but also to publish opinions about the War, and to try to 
enter imaginatively into areas of war experience other than their 
own. Even those literary attempts that we may now judge to be 
naive, sentimentalor blinkered, help us to understand the naturc 
of the restrictions women were trying to overcome: the limits 
to the growth of their understanding of the world they lived in 
and of the part they might play in it. The writings of the past are 
our main legacy of the culture of the past, which as Northrop 
Frye said: "is not only the memory of mankind, but our own 
buried life". The study of that legacy helps us to recognise "the 
total cultural form of our present life"12. The writings of women 
form part of that buried life of (wo)mankind. 

In the half-century following its first publication, the selective 
processes of two generations of publishers, critics and editors 
effectively repressed the memory of women's literary reaction to 
the First World War. Poetry written in response to that War has 
figured in thc debate as to whether there was a revolution in 
British poetry in the 1920's due to the moderns, Pound and Eliot, 
or whether there was a continuous English tradition 13. Poetry 

10 Vera Brillain Chronic/e 01 Youth (London. Gollancz 1981) p. 427. 
11 Arthur Marwick Women al War /9/4-/9/8(London. Fontana & 1. W. M. 1977). 
12 orthrop Fryc Anatomy 01 Criticism ( . J .. Princelon 1957) p. 346. 
13 e.g. James Reevcs Georgian Poelry(Hannondsworth. Penguin 1962) p. xix. 
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written by women is usaUy seen as 'eccentric', a 'sport' that lies 
outside any poetic tradition, so that the poetry of Edith Sitwell, 
Charlotte Mew or Stevie Smith, is not included in the debate. 
Teachers at both school and university tend to rely for their 
courses on available publications, preferably cheap ones. Paper
back antologies meet that need. The Second World War 
encouraged the republication of poetry written in response to the 
First; the anniversary in 1964 of fifty years since the declaration 
of the First World War and twenty'-five years since the 
declaration of the Second prompted a second crop of anthologies; 
continuing interest w~s stimulated by the war in Vietnam. Such 
anthologies, by retrieving for a new generation the writings of the 
past, select and present the materials by which a culture comes 
to be understood. Poetry anthologies fall into two types: those 
which select only 'immortal poems' or 'great poets': and those 
which collect a range of verse of a certain category, for instance 
by period, subject matter or author, such as 'war poets' or 'poetry 
of the 1914-1918 W ar'. Very few war poems are to be found in 
the first type of anthology, although Wilfred Owen and Rupert 
Brooke nearly always figure. This is despite the view of Donald 
Davie that "pieces by Brooke and Owen are not poems at aH, but 
something less than that and more; they are first-hand and 
faithful witnesses to a moment in the national destiny... high
water marks in the national psychology" 14. 

This makes it all the more perplexing that from 1930 to 1980 
volumes of the second type assumed that the poems written in 
response to the Great War must have been written by men. The 
assumption is implicit in the very titles: Men Who March Away, 
Up che Une to Death. Maurice Hussey makes it explicit in the 
Preface to his selection, Poetry 01 the First World War (Longman, 
1967): "The poetry represented in this book, the work of many 
hands, may for the moment be approached as that of one 
composite writer, the English war poet. This man's mind can be 
seen devoloping as the conduct of the war makes certain ideas 
less tenable". Brian Gardner's anthology, Up the Une to Death 
(Methuen, 1964), sub-titled "The War Poets 1914-1918", does 
inelude a section headed "Home Front" but it has no female 
contribution. Even Jon Silkin's anthology, the Penguin Book 01 
First World War Poetry (Penguin, 1979, 2nd edition 1981), with 
its sensitive introductory discussion which quotes the archetypal 
anti-war poem, The Soldier's Death by Anne Finch, Countess of 

14 New Statesman, 28 Aug us! 1964, p. 282. 
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Winchilsea, has selected not one other English poem by a woman. 
He explains his principIes of selection by saying that "the barest 
historical requirement was that the poetry should have been to 
do with the war, and have been written by those who lived in, or 
through, the period" but that within that limitation he has also 
tried to define what he thought was excellent, offering what he 
preferred and a Iittle of what other people have liked, especially 
"certain poems that have embedded themselves in our conscious
ness". l. M. Parsons only incJuded in his selection, Men who 
March Away (Heinemann, 1965), poems which seemed to him to 
be "valuable contributions to the literature of the First World 
War", that is, poems "vhich would not ·have been written if that 
war had not happened". Two of these were written by women. E. 
L. Black selected the anthology 1914-1918 in Poetry (Hodder and 
Stoughton, 1970) to encourage students to admire "the excellent 
poetry wirtten about the First World War" by soldiers and 
civilians, either during the War or much later. No poems by 
women are included, not even in the sections "The Pity of It" or 
"comments from Remoter Points in Place and Time". Thus, 
although a couple of poems by women have been presented as 
"valuable contributions" none has been thought by these editors 
to be "excellent". It is hardly suprising that womens's have 
not "embedded themselves in our consciousness". The natural 
conclusion to draw is that there were no women's poems about 
the First World War, or few worth preserving. A determined 
search of general anthologies of twentieth-century verse would 
result in sorne half-a-dozen, the odd exampl.e in the odd 
anthologyls. Did women fail to bear witness to that "moment in 
the national destiny? Is the national psyche only revealed in the 
writngs of men? 

A retum to the early collections of First World War poetry 
would reveal that there work by women figured prominently. In 
1916, volume 2 of Charles Frederick Foreshaw's One Hundred of 
the Best Poems of the European War collected only poems by 
"women poets of the Empire". 1. W. Cunliffe's Poems of the Great 
War (1916), Jacqueline Trotter's Valour and Vision (1920) and F. 
Brereton's An Anthology of War Poems (1930) all contained 
poems by women. So did G. H. Clarke's A Treasury of War Poetry,. 

15 c.g. Fredegond Shovc's "The Farmer, 1917" and Mary Monson Wcbstcr's '·Gallipoli 
(Annivcrsary)" in Twenlielh Century Poelry ed Harld Manro (Landan, Challa 1929); Amy 
Lawcll's "Pallcms" in Tite Albalross Book 01 Recent Living Verse ed Louis Untenneyer 
(Landon. Collins 1933); May Cannan·s "Raucn" in Tite Oxlord Book 01 TlVentiellt Cenlury 
Versecd Philip Larkin (Landon, O. U. P. 1973). 
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which appeared in 1917 with an editorial introduction explaining 
that editorial policy had been "humanly hospitable rather than 
academically critica!" towards verses of slight technical merit, Yet 
nearly fifty years later, Gardner's hospitable policy of including 
both poems that are "great poetry in any company" and those 
that are "valid in the context of war" did not stretch to 
welcoming women's contributions, even as typical of their epoch. 
Critics have been no less exclusive, perhaps taking their cue 
from Edgell Rickword's seminal article, "War and Poetry, 1914-
1918" published in 194016. In study after study which considcr the 
poetry and prose generated by the First World War, women's 
names are not even mentioned to be dismissed l7 , The "total 
cultural form of our present life", as Frye called it, has tended to 
exclude war as a proper literary subject for women, or at least to 
imply that women had no worthwhile contribution to make to the 
discussion of the First World War. 

The whole field is bedevilled by the unexploded mine of the 
concept "war poet", and the poisonous question of the distinction 
between poetry and verse. The qualitative distinction between 
'poetry' and mere 'verse' was made by Edwars Thomas in a 
review of "War Poetry" in 1914, to distinguish propaganda from 
what was more likely to endure l8 , According to Thomas, verses, 
like hymns, are not "great poetry"; they are the views popular 
with a certain class, common ideas, dished up in thrilling stanzas. 
'Verses' rely for their effectiveness on the stock emotions released 
by familiar values and sensational phrases, strengthening them by 
emphatic rhymes and a hypnotic rhythm. This is obvious in what 
Bergonzi ca lis "the unspeakable verses" of William Watson, such 
as Sons o{ Britain, which simply uses terms from a schoolboy's 
moral vocabulary: manhood, honour, flaunts, Bully, brutal, in 
combination with a selection from the sub-religious 'poetic' 
repertoirc reitcrated by hymns: Son, rally, foe, warrior, faith, 
glory, as triggers to an impassioned response. As Fussel noticed, 
such clichés acted as euphemisms, and contributed to the general 

16 Li/e and Lellers Today nos 25·26. Junc·AugusI 1940. 
17 Fusscl op. cil.; Bcrgonzi op. eh; E. Blunden War Poels 1914·1918 (Harlo"'. Longaman 

1958); M. Bowra Poelry ollhe Firsl World War (London. OUP 1961); John H. Johnslon English 
Poe/ry o/ /he Firs/ World War ( . J.. Princcnlon 1964); M. Grcicus Prose Wrilers o/ Wrold War 
1 (Harlow. Longman 1973); Jon Stallwonhy Poe/s ol/he Firs/ World War (London. OUP 1974); 
A. Banncrjcc Spin/ Above Wars (Dclhi. Macmillan 1975); J, M. Grcgson Poe/ry ol/he Firs/ 
World War (London. Amold 1976); Holgcr Klcin cd The Firs/ World War in Prose (London. 
Macmillan 1976); Hilda Spcar Remembenng. We Forge/ (London. Poyntcr·Davis 1979); J. 
Lehmann The English Poe/s o/ /he Firs/ World War (London. Thamcs & Hudson 1981); D. 
Hibbcrd Poe/ry ol/he Firs/ World War (London. Macmillan 1981). 

18 'War Poelry" Poe/ryand Drama O no 8 (Decembcr 1914). 
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prophylaxis in thought, by shielding the users from the' blunter 
language of 'dead' for 'fallen', 'run away' for 'swerve', 'the blood 
of young men' for 'the red / Sweet wine of youth'. What Fussel 
did not point out is that the shields did not so much ward off 
brutal reality as magic;ally transform imperialist riva1ry ¡nto a 
crusade l9. 

Commonplace sentiments gained a wide audience by being 
expressed in very simple poetic forms that tended to doggerel. 
The widely read lines of Robert Service and Studdert-Kennedy 
are good examples. However, technical accomplishment do es not 
guarantee the excellence of a poem either. T. S. Eliot elaimed that 
Kipling's craftsmanship made him a great verse-writer, although 
not a writer of great poetry20. On1y a few anthologies of war 
poems inelude his Gethsemane, a variation on the war-time 
platitude of the soldier as a Christ-figure; only a few do not 
inelude at least one of his Epitaphs 01 War. Yet, even if we could 
agree that Kipling was a poet, rather than a versifier, who wrote 
about war, that would still not make him a 'war-poet' in the 
almost mystical sense the term carne to have. 

The value placed on poetry written by men who had actually 
served in the trenches on the Western Front, because they were 
able to represent what warfare was like for the common soldier, 
should not obscure for us the fact that the term 'war-poet' can be 
very misleading. There were 'soldier-poets'. Wilfred Owen and 
Isaac Rosenberg wrote what is generally considered to be their 
best poetry in response to their experiences at the Front, but they 
did not survive the War. Edward Thomas wrote nearly all his 
poetry after he had enlisted in 1916 but before he fought at the 
Front. Rupert Brooke was a considerable poet before the War. 
His war poetry was, like Thomas's, written before he had 
experienced active combat. They were neither of them 'trench
poets'. David Jones did not write his epic response to the War 
until long after it was over; like Ivor Gumey, who continued to 
write about it from a lunatic asylum, the War was his main poetic 
subject. Siegfried Sasson, Edmund Blunden and Robert Graves 
published their war-memoirs in the 1930'5 and continued to write 
poetry remembering the War during the next half-century. Like 
Owen, Thomas and Brooke, they were officers. Jones, Gurncy and 
Rosenberg all served in the ranks. Together with Herbert Read 

19 op. eit. pp. 21-23; ef. Frcdcriek V. Branford "Seercl Trcatics" in F. Srcrcton An 
AntllO/ogy 01 War Poems (London, Coltins 1830) onel S. Coopennan Wor/d \Var I and ¡he 
American Nove/(London , John Hapkins 1967). 

20 T. S. Eliot introduelion 10 A Choice 01 Kipling 's Verse (London, Fabcr 1941). 
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and Charles Sorley and Robert Nichols, also officers, these nine 
are the poets most largely represented in contemporary anthologies 
and critical discussions of 'War Poetry' and 'War Poets' of 1914-
1918. Yet it is hard to abstract from their varied experience or 
literary statements a representative 'soldier-poet', let alone The 
'War Poet' of whom Hussey speaks. 

Certainly the fact that they wore uniform does not guarantee 
either the veracity or sincerity of their poetry: far les s its 
excellence. Although Silkin now accords Sasson a major place in 
The Penguin Anthology 01 First World War Poetry and in his 
introductory discussion, the critics of 1917-1918 agreed that 
Sassoon's war-verses were not poetry. He was accused of writing 
"a colloquial kind of versification"21. On the other hand, Silkin 
completely ignores a writer who acrueved great popularity during 
the War, being employed by the British government to travel 
abroad as a professional 'war-poet', and who was stil1 being 
acclaimed as a 'real poet' in 1940, and as a 'great poet' as late as 
1946: Robert Nichols22 • Nichols was, in 1975, accused by Paul 
Fussel of "gross incompetence" as a writer. In 1965, and again in 
1980, B. Bergonzi repeated the 1920's verdict of D. Golding that 
The Assault, one of Nichols's most admired works, was a 
"masterpiece of drivel"; yet this same poem was chosen by D. 
Craig and M. Egan in 1982 to contrast with "jingo joumalism" as 
an example of "remarkable Iiterature" which is "powerful", 
"origina!", "deeply stining" and "challenging" 23. Nichols had 'been 
there' on the Western Front, apparentIy very briefly before being 
invalided home with shell-shock. Sorne other soldiers who served 
longer seem to have regarded him as a phony. Blunden speaks 
dismissively of Nichols's "attempted realism" as "revolver wri
ting"24. What is found 'stirring', 'powerful' or 'challenging' must 
depend upon the individual reader's susceptibility, but the 
originality of a poem depends upon the poetic currency of its 
periodo No literature can be seen to be remarkable except by 
contrast. Nor can one discover the clichés and platitudes by 
which verse reassures the people of an epoch, except by the wide 
reading that will loca te repetition and reveal its mindlessness. 

21 H. W. Massingham "Indignalion" na/ion (16 Junc 1917) p. 278. 
22 Charles Morgan "Roben Nichols" in Reflec/ions in a Mirror 2nd series (London. 

Macmillan 1946) pp. 203·212. 
23 Fussel op. cil. p. 297; Bergonzi op. cil. p. 64; Douglas Goldring "The War & Pocts" 

Repllla/ions: Essays in Cri/icism (London. 1920) pp. 110·111; David Craig and Michacl Egan 
"HislOricisl Crilicism" in Peler Widdowson ed Re·re4ding English (London. MClhucn 1982) pp. 
212·216. 

24 op. cil. p. 29. 
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Nichols's 'realist' writing can be seen to be evasive when placed 
beside the adventure stories written for boys in the same period, 
such as With Haig on the Somme25• Both emphasise the thrill of 
fear and killing, at the expense of what led to war neurosis and 
the new attempts at a blad poetic language made by such writers 
as Sasson, Owen and A. G. West: the horror of desperate, injured 
or dying men and rotting corpses. Nichols seems merely to have 
discovered a new kind of cartoon jingoism that glamorises war in 
yet another way. 

Clearly what counts as poetry, as distinct from mere 'verse' 
(Whether of great or of slight technical merit) or even from 
'drivel', remains contentious, and so do the categories of 'war 
poetry' and 'war-poets'. As Silkin cOr'lcedes, one can be wrong 
about English poetry. He concludes that the area "isn't to be 
demarcated, so tbat as little error as possible may be made; the 
area should be as fully as possible explored for what, in the end, 
rejoices one"2ó. In that explor:ation 'one' may also be too limiting 
about what one counts as tbe experience of war. Gardner 
intended his book as a tribute to those "who experienced it". 
Surely such a book should not be a tribute just to those soldiers 
who fought and died, but also to tbose otbers who experienced 
and fougbt the War in different ways, such as Edith Cavell and 
other non-combatants who served in the War; doctors and 
nurses, stretcher-bearers and ambulance-drivers fought to save 
lives and were themselves killed. Many of these were women. 
Why should the account only be written by men who 
experienced the War. 

War is also woman's concern. As Vera Brittain said in the 
memorial volume Promise 01 Greatness, (o which she was the 
only woman invited to contribute: "War was a human event, not a 
happening which affected one age or sex rather than another"27. 
In 1981, Catherine Reilly stepped back from the problems of who 
the war-poets were, or of what counts as poetry or verse, but 
enlarged the area to be explored, by publishing Scars Upon My 
Heart: Womens Poetry and Verse 01 the First World War. Her 
earlier bibliographical research of books, pamphlets and broad
sheets had published verse on the theme of the First World War, 
of whom at least 500 were women. From amongst these texts she 
selected 125 poems by 79 women (not all British), sorne so 

25 Hcrbcrt Strang Witll Haig on the Somme (Oxford. Milford 1917); Percy Westerman A 
Live/y Bit o/ the Front (London. Blackic 1916). 

26 op. cit. p. 75; 
27 Gcorge A. Panichas cd Promise of Greatness (London. Casscl 1968). 
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obscure that no biographical informatíon whatever was available 
about them. Others were well-known authors: novelists and 
journalists. Sorne were recognised poets whose work on other 
topics besides war had already been widely published28• Now we 
may have the opportunity to rejoice (if that is the appropriate 
word) in the war poems of Amy Lowell Rose Macaulay, Charlotte 
Mew and Edith SitwelI, and to set alongside the vicarious old-hat 
of Newbolt's War Films, the female response of Teresa Hoolcy's A 
War Film and Florence Ripley Martin's Al lhe Movies. For me the 
cream of the anthology carne with the discovery of the poetry of 
Margatet Postagate Cole (the other half of that literary partnership, 
G. D. H. and M. P. Cole), which expresses her refusal to be 
resigned to the loss of youth and young friends: "so our 
memories are only hopes that carne to nothing", and speaks for 
her generation. Women had al so experienced the Great War and 
bore witness to that moment in the national destiny. Reilly has 
unearthed for us part of the buried memory of the national 
psyche. 

28 Catherine Reilly Eng/ish Poelry ollhe Firsl Wor/d War: A Bib/iograph)' (London. Prior 
1978). 
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